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This study reports the preparation of self-organized 1-dimensional magnetic structures of Fe on
Al2O3 (0001) by oblique deposition. The x-ray diffraction (XRD) results in this study show the
preferred (110) texture of the Fe films. XRD and extended x-ray adsorption fine structure
measurements indicate larger oblique deposition angle (65) leads to more disorder in the Fe
crystalline structure. After capping with a Pd overlayer, the Pd/Fe/Al2O3 (0001) still exhibits
uniaxial magnetic anisotropy induced by the underlying 1-dimensional Fe nanostructure. This
uniaxial magnetic anisotropy changes with the variation in Fe thickness and oblique deposition
angle. These results clearly indicate the feasibility of manipulating uniaxial magnetic anisotropy
and crystalline order through the oblique deposition of magnetic materials. VC 2012 American
Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4730632]
I. INTRODUCTION
The magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE) of ferromag-
netic (FM) materials can be defined as the energy difference
between the different orientations of the magnetic moment.
The MAE not only determines the easy magnetization dir-
ection and the stability of the ferromagnetic ordering (i.e.,
Curie temperature) but also correlated to the magnetization
processes of FM materials.1,2 Because of the physical origins
of the MAE, the manipulation of MAE has been demon-
strated. It is feasible to manipulate the MAE, especially
in nano-scale materials, for applications in magnetic data
storages and nano-devices. One of the practical methods of
tuning MAE is to change the shape of the magnetic materials
(i.e., shape magnetic anisotropy). Self-organized approaches
are promising methods of fabricating nano-structured thin
films and controlling the shape-induced MAE.3–5 Because
of shadowing and steering effects, the oblique deposition
of magnetic atoms on suitable substrates can lead to highly
elongated grains or ripples on nanometer scale.6–15 These
elongated nanograins or ripples induce a uniaxial MAE.11,16
This method of manipulating MAE is easy to apply to
magnetic nano-devices. Most previous studies on this topic
have focused on the oblique-incidence epitaxial growth
on metal(001), for example Co/Cu(001) and Fe/Ag(001).6,7
Recent studies have extended this approach to the hetero-
structures of metal/semicondutor and metal/insulator, such
as Fe/MgO(001) and Co/Si(111).10–14 For cubic (001) sub-
strates, the oblique-deposition induced uniaxial MAE usually
mixes with a four-fold symmetric MAE, which originates
from the substrate crystalline structure. In the sixfold sym-
metric case, the substrate-induced crystalline MAE is rela-
tively weak, and the grazing-incidence growth effect on the
MAE is easy to examine and control.11 Until now, the
oblique deposition-induced uniaxial MAE has been limited
to only a few substrates, and some crucial issues remain
unclear. For example, will a protective capping layer destroy
the self-organized nanostructure and the uniaxial MAE?
Few studies have discussed capping layer effect, which is
unavoidable in application. How does the crystalline struc-
ture evolve with an increasing oblique angle? The change in
crystalline ordering as a function of oblique angle is crucial
to magnetic behavior because the crystalline MAE are
changed in the grazing-incidence grown films. In this study,
Fe films were grown on single crystalline sapphire Al2O3
(0001) substrates by oblique-incidence deposition. The
Fe films were covered by a normally deposited Pd layer.
The transparency of Al2O3 substrate makes this system as
a suitable candidate for controlling optical transmission
in magneto-optical plasmonic applications.17 A Pd capping
layer was added to protect the FM layer and to allow future
study of H2-absorption effect on magneto-optical proper-
ties.18 This study investigates the changes in surface mor-
phology, crystalline structure, and magnetic behavior caused
by oblique deposition.
II. EXPERIMENT
The sample was prepared in a vacuum chamber with a
base pressure of 3 109 Torr. Single crystalline sapphire
Al2O3 (0001) (3 5 0.33mm) was used as the substrate.
After cleaning with 95% ethyl alcohol, Al2O3 (0001) sub-
strates were annealed at 400K for 12 h in vacuum. The Pd/
Fe bilayers were grown at room temperature (RT) by e-beam
heated thermal evaporation. Fe films were deposited on
Al2O3 (0001) with a variation of thickness (10-150 mono-
layers) and deposition angles (0, 45, and 65 to the surface
normal of the substrate). The Pd capping layer was then
deposited in the surface normal direction on top of Fe fora)E-mail: wclin@ntnu.edu.tw.
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protection. Unless otherwise mentioned, the Pd thickness
was fixed at 40 monolayers (ML). The Fe and Pd atoms were
evaporated by e-beam heating. The deposition rate was cali-
brated from the epitaxial growth on Cu(100) using Auger
electron spectroscopy. Thus, 1 ML is equivalent to the nomi-
nal surface atom density of 1.54 1015 atoms/cm2. The cor-
responding magnetic hysteresis loops were measured by the
magneto optical Kerr effect (MOKE) with azimuthal rotation
to measure the oblique deposition-induced uniaxial anisot-
ropy. The crystalline structure was characterized by x-ray
diffraction (XRD) and extended x-ray absorption fine struc-
ture (EXAFS).19–22 For XRD measurements, a Cu target was
used to obtain the Bragg reflections from the samples. The
atomic structure of Fe was measured by Fe K-edge EXAFS
using total fluorescence yield (TFY) at the BL16A beamline
at the National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center
(NSRRC) in Hsinchu Taiwan. The surface morphology of




Previous studies have shown that the shadowing and
steering effects induced by oblique deposition significantly
increase the roughness of the grown film.8 The surface mor-
phology exhibits highly elongated grains or ripples on the
nanometer scale. For example, pulsed laser off-normal de-
posited Co films have a nano-string structure measuring 8 to
20 nm wide and 120 nm long.15 Bubendorff et al. presented a
STM investigation on Fe/Si(111) showing that as the inci-
dence angle increases, the surface islands elongate in the
direction perpendicular to the incident atomic flux, leading
to the formation of a ripple structure.14 Because the Al2O3
(0001) substrate is an insulator, the electron tunneling works
well only when the Fe atoms form a continuous film on
Al2O3 (0001). In other words, when the surface still consists
of discrete 1D Fe nano-stripes, the conducting property pre-
vents STM investigation. This study focuses on the magnetic
properties of Pd-covered Fe/Al2O3 (0001), rather than the
uncovered Fe/Al2O3 (0001). Because oblique deposition-
induced 1-dimensional ripples have been previously reported
in several systems,11–16 this study investigates the capping
layer effect, which is unavoidable in application, and seldom
discussed in previous reports. How is the surface morpho-
logy affected after adding a capping layer? Does a capping
layer destroy the grazing incidence grown 1D nanostruc-
tures, and the induced uniaxial anisotropy? Fig. 1 shows
STM images of Pd/Fe bilayers grown on Al2O3 (0001) with
different Fe oblique deposition angles: 0, 45, and 65. The
oblique angle is defined as the angle between the surface nor-
mal and grazing incidence direction. Thus, 0-Fe means the
Fe film is deposited from the surface normal direction. The
STM images reveal the surface morphology of the Pd
capping layer on the obliquely deposited Fe films. Because
the Pd layer was deposited in the surface normal direction,
it is interesting to know if the Fe oblique deposition-induced
1-dimensional nanostructures are still observable after cap-
ping procedure. In Fig. 1(a), the morphology of Pd on 0-Fe
consists of nanostripes. Each stripe is 56 2 nm wide, and the
length ranges in several tens of nanometers. The surface cor-
rugation is within63 nm. In the magnified STM image, the
orientations of the stripes clearly reveal a three-fold symme-
try that might originate from the hexagonal crystalline struc-
ture of the substrate Al2O3 (0001). In Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), the
morphology of 40 ML Pd on 70 ML 45 and 65-deposited
Fe consists of randomly distributed clusters. The average
cluster size is 106 3 nm, and the surface roughness is within
65 nm. A comparison of Figs. 1(a)–1(c) shows that the
40 ML Pd capping layer fully covered the 1-dimensional Fe
nanostructures for the cases of 45 and 65-Fe. However, the
Pd capping layer can still preserve the 3-fold symmetry of
the 0-Fe/Al2O3 (0001) films.
Fig. 1(d) shows another example of the Pd/45-Fe
bilayer, in which the Pd capping layer is much thinner than
those shown in Figs. 1(a)–1(c). The surface morphology con-
sists of nano-sized clusters, like Fig. 1(b), but with a much
smaller average size (56 2 nm) and a smaller surface cor-
rugation (62 nm). A comparison between Figs. 1(b) and
1(d) shows that the thicker the Pd coverage is, the larger the
Pd surface nanoclusters are.
B. Crystalline structure
To characterize the crystalline structure, an x-ray dif-
fractometer with a Cu target was used to obtain the Bragg
reflections from the samples. Fig. 2 shows the x-ray diffrac-
tion patterns of three Pd/100 ML Fe bilayer films on Al2O3
(0001). The Fe films were deposited with oblique angles of
0, 45, and 65. Cu-K a x-rays contribute the large main
peak of Al2O3 (0006) at 2h 41.6, confirming the highly
oriented crystalline structure of the sapphire substrate.23
As indicated by the arrows, the peaks of Fe(110) and
Fe(200) appear at 2h 44.6 and 2h 64.4, respectively.24,25
For 0-Fe, the Fe(110) peak is especially pronounced and
much larger than the Fe(200) peak, indicating the body-cen-
tered-cubic (110) is the preferred orientation for normally de-
posited Fe on Al2O3 (0001). For 45
-Fe, the peaks of Fe(110)
and Fe(200) are still observable and of similar intensity, sug-
gesting the coexistence of both orientations. For 65-Fe, only
the peak of Fe(110) is apparent. This also shows the prefer-
ence for bcc(110) orientation in 65-Fe. These observations
lead to two conclusions. First, the (110) orientation is pre-
ferred in the Fe films grown on Al2O3 (0001), especially for
0 and 65-Fe. Second, the off-normal 65 grazing incidence
growth causes the disappearance of the (100) texture of Fe.
Roughly speaking, the grazing-incidence growth leads to less
pronounced XRD peaks of Fe (i.e., more disordering in the
crystalline structure). The peak of Pd(111) appears at
2h 40.0, showing the preference for Pd(111) texture in the
Pd polycrystalline layer.26
The combination of metals with oxide substrates is crit-
ically important to understanding various phenomena related
to composite materials and heterogeneous catalysts. Many
experimental and theoretical studies have recently focused
on the Al2O3 (0001) surface. The literature shows that the
most stable (0001) surface of Al2O3 is terminated by a single
Al layer. This surface undergoes large relaxation, where the
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surface aluminum moves into the bulk, ending up almost co-
planar with the oxygen.27 Fig. 2(b) shows a top-down view
of the crystalline structures of Al2O3 (0001) and bcc
Fe(110). The open circles and gray circles indicate the first
layer of aluminum and oxygen atoms, respectively.28,29
Because of the surface relaxations, the oxygen atoms cannot
form a perfect hexagonal structure. Instead, the surface
atomic structure of oxygen consists of a rectangular and a
parallelogram lattice cell, as indicated in the upper panel of
Fig. 2(b). The Fe(110) surface crystalline also consists of a
rectangular lattice cell. Although the lattice mismatch in the
long edge direction is much larger, approximately 17%, the
ratio of the two lattice lengths is close to the ratio of the two
integers 6/5. This means 5 cells of Al2O3 (0001) can match 6
cells of Fe(110) well. The crystalline structures of Fe(110) in
Fig. 2(b) does not perfectly match Al2O3 (0001). However,
because of the similar lattice structure, it is reasonable to
expect some short range ordered Fe(110) structures on Al2O3
(0001). Research by Dedkov et al. regarding epitaxial Al2O3
(0001) layers on Fe(110) also supports this suggestion.28 The
lower panel of Fig. 2(b) shows the three possible orientations
of Fe(110) grown on the Al2O3 (0001) surface, which is con-
sistent with the 3-fold symmetry observed in Fig. 1(a).30
In addition to the crystalline characterization by XRD,
this study uses EXAFS measurement to determine the local
atomic geometry of obliquely deposited Fe.19,21 Fig. 3(a)
shows the k2-weighted Fe K-edge EXAFS oscillation. The
EXAFS spectra in this figure were recorded at room temper-
ature at normal incidence with the polarization parallel to the
1-dimensional Fe ripples. Fig. 3(b) represents the Fe K-edge
Fourier transform (FT) amplitudes of the EXAFS k2v data
for the Fe films. For the oblique deposition angles of 0, 45,
and 65, the first peaks in the FT spectra appear to have
roughly the same location, though they have different heights
and full widths at the half maximum. In addition to the nor-
mal incidence geometry with polarization parallel to the Fe
ripples (Fig. 3), this study includes EXAFS measurements
with other geometry. One is “grazing incidence along the
ripple direction þ polarization parallel to the surface nor-
mal,” and the other one is “normal incidence þ polarization
FIG. 1. STM images of Pd/0, 45, and
65-deposited Fe films on Al2O3 (0001).
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perpendicular to the Fe ripples.” These measurements show
similar results to Fig. 3(b). The first FT peak positions are
invariant, but the peak height significantly decreases as the
oblique deposition angle increases. This also suggests that
the local crystalline structure of Fe becomes more disor-
dered, when the Fe layer is deposited with a larger oblique
angle.
Obtaining quantitative information about the local
atomic structures near Fe atoms in the Pd/Fe/Al2O3 requires
the analysis using the UWXAFS code, which involves the com-
bination of a multiple-scattering EXAFS computer program,
FEFF (Ref. 31) and a nonlinear least-square-fitting computer
program, FEFFIT.32 The fitting results appear in Fig. 3(b). The
coordinating number of Fe was fixed at 8 when fitting to
the experimental EXAFS. This fitting makes it possible to
deduce the nearest neighbor (NN) distance surrounding Fe
(R) and the mean square relative displacement (r2) for each
NN bound, as listed in Table I. For the different oblique
angles, the nearest neighbor distance for Fe (R) is nearly the
same: 2.466 0.01 A˚, consistent with the body-centered-
cubic Fe structure. However, the r2 significantly increases
with the oblique growth angle, from 8.96 0.5 (103 A˚2)
for 0 to 14.56 0.5 (103 A˚2) for 65. Apparently, a large
oblique deposition angle induces the 1-dimensional Fe sur-
face nanostructures and leads to the disordering of crystalline
structures. The stacking of grazing-incident atoms becomes
more random as the oblique angle increases, leading to a
larger variation in the mean square relative displacement
(r2) for each NN bound.
C. Magnetic property
Fig. 4 shows the azimuthal angle (/)-dependent MOKE
hysteresis loops of Pd/25 ML 0, 45, 65-deposited Fe/
Al2O3 (0001). For Pd/0
-deposited Fe/Al2O3 (0001), the hys-
teresis loops have a square shape and are nearly invariant in
/. This invariance implies the weak in-plane magnetic ani-
sotropy and indicates the absence of the uniaxial magnetic
anisotropy. For 45 deposition, the sample shows a square
loop when / is close to 0. When / approaches 90, it means
the magnetic field (H) is perpendicular to the 1-dimensional
ripples of Fe, the hysteresis loops gradually become tilted
and the remanence decreases to almost zero. The / -depend-
ent evolution of MOKE hysteresis loops suggests the pres-
ence of uniaxial magnetic anisotropy induced by oblique
deposition. The magnetic easy axis is in the /¼ 0 direction,
FIG. 2. (a) X-ray diffraction patterns of Pd/100 ML Fe bilayer films on
Al2O3 (0001). (b)Upper panel: top view of the crystalline structure of Al2O3
(0001) and Fe(110) surface. For Al2O3 (0001), the open circles and gray
circles indicate the first layer of Al and O atoms, respectively.28,29 Lower
panel: the three possible orientations of Fe(110) grown on Al2O3 (0001).
FIG. 3. (a) The EXAFS k2v (k) data and (b) the Fourier transform ampli-
tudes of k2v (k) at the Fe K-edge for Pd/100 ML 0-Fe, 70 ML 45-Fe, and
70 ML 65-Fe bilayers on Al2O3 (0001).
TABLE I. Nearest neighbor distance around Fe (R) and the mean square
relative displacement (r2) for each NN bound deduced from EXAFS.
Oblique Angle R (A˚)6 0.01 r2 (A˚2)6 0.5 103
0-Fe 2.47 8.9 103
45-Fe 2.46 13.1 103
65-Fe 2.46 14.5 103
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which is parallel to the 1-dimensional ripples of Fe, while
the magnetic hard axis is in the /¼ 90 direction, which is
perpendicular to the Fe ripples. Pd/65-deposited Fe/Al2O3
(0001) exhibits uniaxial anisotropy similar to Pd/45-Fe, but
with a larger coercivity field (HC) in the easy axis measure-
ment and a larger saturation field (HS) in the hard axis
measurement.
For each oblique deposition angle (0, 45, and 65), a
series of Pd/Fe bilayers was prepared with the variation in Fe
thickness. Fig. 5 presents a summary of the azimuthal angle
/-dependent MOKE measurement. The ratio of remanence
(MR) to saturation (MS), and coercivity field (HC) are plotted
as a function of /. In Figs. 5(a) and 5(d), 25–60 ML of 0-Fe
causes the isotropic magnetic behavior. The coercivity (HC)
ranges between 80 and 100Oe and is invariant with azi-
muthal /. The ratio of MR/MS is always close to 1, express-
ing the squareness of the hysteresis loops.
When the oblique deposition angle increases to 45, as
shown in Fig. 5(b), the HC measured along the easy axis
gradually increases from 100Oe to 380Oe, as the Fe thick-
ness increases from 10 ML to 68 ML. Similar to Fig. 4, for
each sample of 45-Fe, the hysteresis loop gradually
becomes tilted with increasing azimuthal /. The HC does not
change seriously, until /¼ 70. Because of the tilting shape
of the hysteresis loop, HC drops to almost zero in the hard
axis (/¼ 90). Unlike the insignificant change in HC during
/¼ 0-70, the ratio of Mr/MS starts to decrease immedi-
ately after deviating from the easy axis (/¼ 0). In the hard
axis (/¼ 90), Mr drops to nearly zero, indicating that no
magnetic moment can be stabilized in that direction without
the support of external magnetic field.
For Pd/65-Fe/Al2O3 (0001), similar to the case of 45-
Fe, the drop of HC and Mr/MS ratio to the minimum at
(/¼ 90) clearly indicates the presence of uniaxial anisot-
ropy. As shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(f), both the HC and the
Mr/MS ratio of Pd/20 ML 65
-Fe decreases more quickly
with / rotation than the other samples do. This implies the
uniqueness of 65-Fe in the thickness region close to 20 ML.
The phase diagram in Fig. 6(a) also shows the distinctive
evolution of HC displayed by 65
-Fe. The coercivity (HC) of
65-Fe gradually increases with Fe film thickness and
reaches the maximum HC of 450Oe at 20–40 ML. The HC
gradually decreases to approximately 300Oe and becomes
nearly invariant. A similar tendency of thickness-dependent
HC evolution appears in other systems.
16 The increase and
subsequent decrease of HC as a function of Fe film thickness
might be related to the formation of 1-dimensional ripples.
Before 20 ML, the ripples become steeper as the Fe thick-
ness increases. With a higher coverage of more than 40 ML,
the Fe ripples start to merge with their nearest neighbors,
causing the decrease and saturation of HC.
14,16 On the other
hand, the coercivity of 45-Fe monotonously increases with
Fe film thickness and gradually becomes saturated at
HC 350Oe after 60 ML. In the case of 0-Fe, the HC ranges
between 60 and 80Oe and is nearly invariant with the
changes in the Fe film thickness.
In addition to the Pd/0, 45, 65-Fe bilayers, this study
investigates the magnetic properties of Pd/45-Fe/Pd tri-
layers for comparison. For the trilayers, both the bottom and
top layer of Pd were deposited in the surface normal direc-
tion. The thickness-dependent evolution of HC appears in
Fig. 6(a), as indicated by the open squares. Interestingly,
inserting a Pd buffer layer between the 45-deposited Fe
layer and Al2O3 (0001) destroys the uniaxial MAE, leading
to a relatively small value of HC 706 10Oe, which is sim-
ilar to the HC of Pd/0
-Fe bilayers. This implies the oblique
deposition of Fe can induce a uniaxial MAE on a smooth
and clean Al2O3 (0001) surface. The presence of a Pd buffer
layer may already generate a relative rough surface because
of the Volmer Weber (VW) growth, which can destroy the
FIG. 4. MOKE hysteresis loops of Pd/
25 ML 0, 45, 65-deposited Fe/Al2O3
(0001), measured with the variation in
azimuthal angle / in a step of 10.
/¼ 0 corresponds to the condition of
parallel alignment of the magnetic field
and Fe surface ripples.
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shadowing effect during the grazing-incidence growth of Fe,
as well as the induced uniaxial MAE.33
Fig. 6(b) shows a summarized phase diagram of satura-
tion field (HS) measured in the hard axis (left axis), and the
corresponding uniaxial MAE (right axis). By neglecting
the crystalline MAE in Ne´el’s model of surface anisotropy,16
the uniaxial MAE (Ku) can be deduced from the HS: Ku
¼HS M/2, where M is the magnetic moment of Fe (2.5 lB/
atom). According to previous studies, both the crystalline
MAE and shape-induced uniaxial MAE should be considered
in the magnetization process.10,34,35 The hysteresis loops in
Fig. 4 show two-step-like loops when the angle is close to
90, because there is always a kink (discontinuity in slope) at
H¼ 0. Previous studies show that the coexistence of biaxial
and uniaxial magnetic anisotropy can produce very clear
two-step hysteresis loops, in which the minor loops are well-
separated and the shift field can be quantitatively meas-
ured.10,36,37 However, in the experimental results of Fig. 4,
the two-step switching behavior is rather unclear, especially
for quantitative determination of the shift field. Previous
research reports clear 2-step loops in Fe/Ag(001), Co/
Cu(001), Fe/MgO(001), and others.10,36,37 All of them are
epitaxial magnetic thin films on a four-fold symmetric sub-
strate. In these systems, because of the single crystalline
atomic structure, the biaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy is
well-defined and plays an important role in 2-step loops. For
Fe/Al2O3 (0001), however, the randomly oriented nucleation
grains in the Fe film and the 6-fold symmetry of the substrate
significantly weakened the crystalline anisotropy. Therefore,
the oblique-deposition induced uniaxial magnetic anisotropy
dominates the magnetization process, generating indistinct
two-step loops when the angle is close to 90. Similar results
were also reported on a Co/Si(111) system, in which a rela-
tively weak intrinsic magnetocrystalline anisotropy is
observed in additional to the dominant uniaxial magnetic an-
isotropy, and no clear 2-step loops were observed in the
hard-axis measurement.11 Because of the randomly oriented
nucleation grains in the thin films and the 6-fold symmetry
of the substrate, the intrinsic magnetocrystalline anisotropy
of Fe/Al2O3 (0001) films is relatively weak, and the magnet-
ization behavior is dominated by the uniaxial magnetic
anisotropy. Thus, for the first step of estimation, the mag-
netocrystalline magnetic anisotropy should be negligible.
The bulk crystalline MAE of bulk Fe (3.4 leV/atom)25 is of
the same order of magnitude as the uniaxial MAE shown in
Fig. 6(b). However, as measured by EXAFS and shown in
Fig. 3, the disorder in the crystalline structure of the grazing-
incidence grown Fe films randomizes the orientation of the
FIG. 5. Magnetic coercivity (Hc) and
normalized remanence (Mr/Ms) for Pd/0
,
45, 65-deposited Fe/Al2O3 (0001), plot-
ted as a function of azimuthal angle /.
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crystalline MAE and thus reduces its total contribution.
Eventually the shape induced uniaxial MAE dominates the
magnetic behavior of the Pd/Fe bilayers.
IV. SUMMARY
This study investigates the surface morphology, crystal-
line structure, and magnetic behavior of Pd/obliquely depos-
ited Fe/Al2O3. The Fe films on Al2O3 (0001) prefer the
bcc(110) texture, whereas the Pd capping layer prefers the
(111) orientation. The gazing-incidence growth of the Fe layer
induces a uniaxial magnetic anisotropy (MAE). The magnetic
easy direction is on the surface plane and perpendicular to the
grazing-incidence direction. This uniaxial MAE increases
with the Fe film thickness and oblique deposition angle. The
higher the oblique deposition angle results in a larger coerciv-
ity, a larger uniaxial MAE, and more obvious disordering in
the crystalline structure. The detailed correlations between
morphology, crystalline structure, and MAE shown in this
report will be valuable to future research and applications.
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